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While the United States’ had not passed a flagship legislative AI initiative, they have taken action to provide structure & resources

- Congress has tread carefully in regulating private sector use of AI. Rather than impose new laws dictating how companies employ AI, Congress has focused on increasing government investment in AI research and developing the federal government's own capacity to utilize AI tools responsibly.

- Bipartisan legislation has rallied around ethical principles like reducing bias and respecting privacy without prescribing exactly how companies should apply them.

- **CONSEQUENCES:**
  - Constraints - Without laws that grant agencies new authorities, agencies must rely on reinterpretations of existing policies to regulate the use of AI.
  - Freedoms - Agencies can regulate industry AI use within their existing authority and gives them latitude to determine appropriate AI applications.

### Proposed Legislation To Date

1. National AI Initiative of 2020
2. AI in Government Act of 2020
3. AI Training for the Acquisition Workforce Act of 2022
4. Algorithmic Accountability Act of 2022
5. CREATE AI Act of 2023